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The field of traffic accident analysis has long been dominated by tra
ditional statistical analysis. With the recent advances in data collection, 
storage, and archival methods, the size of accident data sets has grown 
significantly. This result in turn has motivated research on applying data 
mining and complex network analysis algorithms to traffic accident 
analysis; the data mining and complex network analysis algorithms 
are designed specifically to handle data sets with large dimensions. This 
paper explores the potential for using two such methods—namely,  
a modularityoptimizing community detection algorithm and the asso
ciation rule learning algorithm—to identify important accident char
acteristics. As a case study, the algorithms were applied to an accident 
data set compiled for Interstate 190 in the Buffalo–Niagara, New York, 
metropolitan area. Specifically, the community detection algorithm was 
used to cluster the data to reduce the inherent heterogeneity, and then 
the association rule learning algorithm was applied to each cluster to 
discern meaningful patterns within each, related particularly to high 
accident frequency locations (hot spots) and incident clearance time. 
To demonstrate the benefits of clustering, the association rule algo
rithm was also applied to the whole data set (before clustering) and 
the results were compared with those discovered from the clusters. The 
study results indicated that (a) the community detection algorithm was 
quite effective in identifying clusters with discernible characteristics,  
(b) clustering helped unveil relationships and accident causative fac
tors that remained hidden when the analysis was performed on the 
whole data set, and (c) the association rule learning algorithm yielded 
useful insight into accident hot spots and incident clearance time 
along I190.

Given the enormous societal cost of traffic accidents, the trans-
portation community has consistently been interested in accident 
analysis methods to reveal patterns, identify causative factors, 
and suggest countermeasures. The field of traffic accident analysis, 
however, has long been dominated by traditional statistical analysis 
methods, which over the years have yielded invaluable insight and 
helped guide policy. With the recent advances in data collection, 

storage, and archival methods, the size of accident data sets has 
grown significantly. This growth in turn has motivated research into 
data mining and complex network analysis algorithms for traffic 
accident analysis; the data mining and complex network analysis 
algorithms are designed specifically to handle data sets with large 
dimensions.

This paper explores the potential for using two such methods, 
namely, a modularity-optimizing community detection algorithm 
and an association rule learning algorithm, to identify important 
accident characteristics. As a case study, the algorithms are applied 
to an accident data set compiled from Interstate 190 in the Buffalo–
Niagara Metropolitan area in New York. The community detection 
algorithm is used first to cluster the data and reduce heterogeneity, 
and then the association rule learning algorithm is applied on each 
cluster to discern meaningful patterns related to (a) high accident 
frequency locations, or hot spots, and (b) incident clearance time. 
To demonstrate the benefits of clustering, the association rule algo-
rithm is also applied to the whole data set (before clustering) and the 
resulting rule set is then compared with the rule set discovered from 
running the algorithm on the individual clusters.

The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, to the best of the 
authors’ knowledge, this paper represents the first application of the 
modularity-optimizing community detection algorithm for clustering 
traffic accident data, which has clear advantages over other meth-
ods that are commonly used for that purpose. Second, the paper 
lends further evidence to the conclusions of previous studies, for 
example, Savolainen et al. (1) and Depaire et al. (2), concerning the 
benefits of applying clustering algorithms before performing fur-
ther analysis to reduce data heterogeneity. Third, the paper, through 
the application of the community identification and association rule 
algorithms, sheds light on (a) high accident locations and the attri-
butes of accidents that occur there and (b) the factors influencing 
incident clearance time along the I-190 corridor.

This paper is organized as follows. First, background infor-
mation is provided on clustering, complex networks analysis tech-
niques, and the methods used to extract the relationship between 
crash involvement and risk factors. The study’s methodology is 
then described including a description of (a) how the modularity 
optimization algorithm for community detection was applied to 
cluster the data, (b) the association rule data mining method, and 
(c) the characteristics of the data set used. The clustering results are 
then presented, followed by a description of the discovered associa-
tion rule for (a) identifying hot spots and their characteristics and 
(b) understanding the factors affecting incident clearance time. 
A discussion of the difference between the association rule derived 
from the whole data set and those derived from each cluster is also 
included. The paper ends by summarizing the major conclusions of 
the study.
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Background

clustering and data Heterogeneity

Several researchers have recently pointed out that heterogeneity 
inherent in traffic accident data often prevents the further exploration 
of these data (1). To deal with the issue, random effects and random 
parameters models have been proposed for traffic accident data 
analysis (3, 4). Such models capture the unobserved heterogeneity 
by using random error terms and allowing each estimated parameter 
of the model to vary across each individual observation in the data set 
(5). Anastasopoulos and Mannering, for example, demonstrated that 
a random parameter model can account for the heterogeneity arising 
from a number of factors in accident records and other unobserved fac-
tors in their accident frequency study (6). However, a random effects 
model and a random parameters model may not be easily transfer-
able and are often difficult to estimate (5). Clustering the traffic acci-
dent data is another way to minimize the heterogeneity problem. For 
example, Valent et al. found that “Sundays” and “holidays” arose as 
significant risk factors when the analysis was performed for clustered 
data (7). Moreover, on the basis of an analysis performed on a clus-
tered data set, Mohamed et al. identified “bad visibility due to bad 
weather” as a factor that can increase the risk of fatal crashes in 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada (8).

In traffic accident studies, the two most widely used clustering 
techniques are (a) the latent class clustering (LCC) method and 
(b) the K-means clustering method. On the one hand, LCC has the 
advantages of being able to provide statistical criteria for deciding 
the number of clusters and to calculate the probabilities of the new 
data points belonging to a given cluster (2, 9). On the other, LCC 
relies heavily on the assumption of the local independence of traffic 
accident variables to reduce parametric complexity and computing 
time, and LCC was found to sometimes reach the local rather than 
the global maximum. As for K-means clustering, Anderson applied 
the method to classify accident hot spots into relatively homoge-
neous types according to their environmental characteristics (10). 
In addition, Mohamed et al. reported that for the Montreal accident 
data set the K-means clustering method appeared to do a better job 
compared with LCC, which tended to classify 90% of the accidents 
into the first two clusters (8).

Modularity optimization community  
detection Method

Recently, complex network analysis methods have been used inten-
sively to understand the features of complex systems, such as biolog-
ical, social, technological, and information networks. In the analysis, 
communities, also called clusters or modules, denote groups of system 
components that probably share common properties or play similar 
roles in graphs or both (11). For example, for a Facebook social net-
work, communities represent people who share common interests, 
and therefore exploiting the affiliations of users to these communities 
provides an effective way to provide them with targeted recommenda-
tions and advertisements (12). For those methods to work, however, 
the problem needs to be formulated in the form of a network graph.

The modularity optimization method is one of the most popular 
methods used for community detection in graph and network analy-
sis (11). Its premise is that the network is divided the best when the 
modularity (i.e., the degree to which a system’s components may  
be divided) is maximized. Because of the generality of the method, the 

concept of modularity optimization can be applied to traffic accident 
clustering by representing each accident record as one node in the 
network (analogous to a person in a social network).

discerning relationships Between crash 
Involvement and risk and causative Factors

For traffic accidents analysis, many statistical, nonparametric, and 
data mining methods have previously been used, with or with-
out clustering, to identify hot spots and to extract relationships 
between crash involvement and risk factors. As for hot spots, vari-
ous approaches have been used to define and detect hot spots (10). 
Some studies defined hot spots (or black spots) as geographic loca-
tions with highly concentrated traffic accidents [e.g., Geurts et al. 
(13) and Xie and Yan (14)], while some others detected hot spots on 
the basis of quantitative measures such as the number of accidents 
divided by the traffic flow rate per period of time (15). Among those 
studies, kernel density estimation has gained more and more popu-
larity (10, 14, 16, 17), especially in conjunction with geographic 
information systems. Examples of statistical methods previously 
used to model other aspects of traffic accidents include (a) hazard-
based duration models, which have been applied to identify accident 
characteristics that affect clearance time (18, 19); (b) ordered probit 
models for estimating the likelihood of injury severity (20); and  
(c) Bayesian networks for detecting the factors explaining rural 
highway accident severity [used in conjunction with LCC clustering 
in de Oña et al. (9)]. One data mining method proposed for accident 
analysis is the association rule method used, for example, in Geurts 
et al. (13) and Xi et al. (21).

MetHodology

Suppose the accident data set contains N records, each of which 
contains information about a set of variables A = {c1, c2, . . . , cm, 
a1, a2, . . . , an}. Those variables are divided into two groups: (a) the  
cl variables, 1 ≤ l ≤ m, which represent the causative factors behind the 
accident such as time of day, weather conditions, and road geometric 
features (e.g., number of lanes), and (b) the accident attributes, ak,  
1 ≤ k ≤ n, which represent the specific characteristics of a crash such 
as associated injuries, location, and incident clearance time.

clustering analysis

This study used the community detection algorithm, for the first time, 
to cluster the data and reduce heterogeneity. The first step was to rep-
resent the data in the form of the network by treating each accident 
record as one vertex in the network (similar to a friend in a Facebook 
network). Then, the problem becomes to find out how these vertices 
are connected in the network. Because in this study the objective is to 
determine how causative factors contribute to the outcome (i.e., the 
accident characteristics), the grouping is based on the causative factors 
(i.e., the cl variables).

According to the algorithm, two vertices (i.e., two accidents)  
i and j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N, i ≠ j will be connected if the following condition 
is satisfied:
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where el = 1 if the values of the factor cl of i and j are the same; other-
wise el = 0, and eth is the similarity threshold defined by the user 
(i.e., this counts how many attributes are similar). If the two vertices 
i and j are connected, an undirected edge is drawn between them, 
and the weight of the edge can be calculated as follows:
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Following the network formation, the community detection algorithm 
is applied to divide the network into clusters so that each vertex 
belongs to only one cluster. The most popular quality function of 
a partition is the modularity of Newman and Girvan, which can be 
calculated as follows (22):
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where

 Wij = weight of edge between vertex i and j;
 fi =  ΣjWij = summation of weights for edges attached to 

vertex i;
 oi =  index of the community or cluster vertex i is assigned 

to in a given iteration;
 δ(oi, oj) = 1 if oi = oj; otherwise δ(oi, oj) = 0; and
 T = 1/2Σi,jWij.

As defined above, basically the modularity reflects the concen-
tration of vertices within communities compared with random 
distribution of edges between all vertices regardless of communities. 
A positive modularity means that the weights of the edges within 
the communities exceed the weights expected on the basis of  
chance; this is the main motivation behind maximizing modularity. 
However, because it is too difficult to enumerate and test all the 
ways to partition a graph, algorithms such as the one proposed by 
Blondel et al. for the fast unfolding of the communities are needed 
(23). The algorithm of Blondel et al. (23) was the one used in this 
study (24).

As compared with traditional clustering techniques such as LCC 
and K-means clustering, the community identification algorithm 
offers several advantages. First, the network transformation and the  
modularity optimization method are intuitive and easy to implement. 
Second, when the network is being built, because the causative factors 
are compared one by one and because there is no distance measure 
involved, as is the case with other techniques such as K-means, there 
is no need to normalize the data (which often introduces imprecision). 
Third, unlike the LCC method, the modularity optimization algorithm 
does not rely on the assumption of the independence among variables 
to decrease the complexity of computation; instead, it is extremely 
fast since the number of possible communities decreases drastically 
after a few iterations (23). Fourth, the method provides a modularity-
based quality function, which can be used to measure the effect of 
clustering. Finally, the method, even for large dimensional data sets, 
requires the specification and calibration of only one parameter, the 
threshold eth, as opposed to classical statistical analysis methods in 
which the number of parameters may exponentially increase as the 
number of variables increases (25).

association rule learning

The concepts of association rule learning were first introduced  
by Agrawal et al. (26). Given a traffic accident–related variable set 
A = {c1, c2, . . . , cm, a1, a2, . . . , an}, it can be transformed into a set 
of binary attributes called items I = {I1c, I2c, . . . , ILc, I1a, I2a, . . . , IKa}, 
where Ilc, 1 ≤ l ≤ L are the binary attributes associated with the 
causative factors, and Ika, 1 ≤ k ≤ K are the binary variables related  
to accident attributes (i.e., the outcome). For example, the factor 
“season” can be represented by four binary attributes, that is, “spring,” 
“summer,” “autumn,” and “winter.” Each of the N accident records, 
referred to here as transactions T, has a unique transaction ID and is a 
subset of I. An association rule is an implication of the form X ⇒ Y, 
where X and Y are sets of items in I, X ⊂ I, Y ⊂ I, and X ∩ Y = ∅. 
The sets of items X and Y are called the body and head of the rules, 
respectively.

At a very high level, generating the association rules involves two 
basic steps. The first is to generate the frequent item sets in the data. 
X is called a frequent item set when its support, which refers to the 
frequency at which X appeared in the N transactions, is equal to or 
greater than the minimum support defined by the user:

supp
(4)

X

N

{ } ≥ σ

where supp{X} is the number of transactions in N that contain item 
set X and σ is the minimum support.

Now suppose item sets X and X ∪ Y are frequent item sets. The 
second step is to calculate the confidence of X ⇒ Y. This is based on the 
ratio of the number of transactions that contain X ∪ Y to transactions 
that contain only X. If the confidence is equal to or higher than the 
user-defined minimum confidence, X ⇒ Y is an association rule:
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where ε is the minimum confidence. Methods are then available to 
distinguish between the trivial and nontrivial rules (13).

data ProcessIng

The data set used in this study included 999 traffic accidents observed 
at I-190 from January 1, 2008, to October 31, 2012. I-190 runs 
28.34 mi (45.61 km) from its intersection with I-90 near Buffalo, 
New York, up north to Lewiston, New York, via Niagara Falls. I-190 
plays a critical role in the Buffalo–Niagara transportation network, 
especially in connecting western New York to southern Ontario, 
Canada. Incidents and traffic flow are monitored by the Niagara Inter-
national Transportation Technology Coalition, which serves as the 
region’s traffic operations center. Incident details are recorded every 
day through detailed incident log forms, which were the basis for com-
piling the data set used in this study. Table 1 lists the causative fac-
tors and accident attribute variables that were available in the Niagara 
International Transportation Technology Coalition’s incident logs and 
were thought to be useful for analysis. After the initial screening of 
the data, a total of 15 variables were selected (nine causative factors 
and six accident attributes) out of a total of 19 variables, as shown 
in Table 1. The variables that were excluded did not exhibit enough 
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variation over the data set compiled (i.e., more than 95% of the 
records had the same value for the variable).

results

community detection

The only parameter that needed to be calibrated was the similarity 
threshold eth, and given that the number of causative variables used 
for the comparison was nine (m = nine), the range for that parameter 
was from one to nine. Furthermore, because eth determines the simi-
larity criterion between two accident records, at the least more than 
half the variables should have the same values. The observation that 
more than half of the variables should have the same values further 
narrowed the range to between five and eight (it also does not make 

sense to require all nine parameters to be similar). Given this range, 
four possible values for eth were experimented with: five, six, seven, 
and eight. This process was conducted with the help of the open 
visualization software Gephi; the resulting network characteristics 
are shown in Table 2 (27).

As can be seen from Table 2, with the increase in the value of the 
similarity threshold eth, the number of edges in the network decreases 
(since it becomes harder to find similar vertices to connect), and the 
number of clusters as well as the associated maximum modularity of 
the network increases. Since modularity represents the concentration 
of nodes within communities in comparison with the random dis-
tribution of edges among nodes regardless of communities, a lower eth 
makes the network more randomly connected. Therefore, it is better 
to choose a larger eth. However, when eth = 8, although the maximum 
modularity is 0.647, the number of clusters is as high as 33. Besides, 
because connection requirements are more demanding, only 930 out 

TABLE 1  Traffic Accident Variables in I-190 Data

Variable Values Included

Causative Factors

Season Spring (March, April, May), summer (June, July, August), autumn (September, October, 
November), winter (December, January, February)

Yes

Weekday Yes (Monday, 2 a.m.–Friday, 9 p.m., except holidays); no Yes

Hour of the day Morning (7–9 a.m.), early afternoon (10 a.m.–noon), afternoon (1–3 p.m.), evening 
rush (4–6 p.m.), evening (7–9 p.m.), night (10 p.m.–6 a.m.)

Yes

Wind speed 0 mph, 10 mph, 20 mph, 30 mph Yes

Weather conditions Clear, rain, snow Yes

Direction North, south Yes

Lane number on main road 1, 2, 3 Yes

Lane number on ramp 0 (away from exit), 1, 2 Yes

Ramp type On-ramp, off-ramp, highway-to-highway on-ramp, highway-to-highway off-ramp Yes

Vehicle type Car, truck or tractor trailer, motorcycle No

Accident Attributes

Location—exit number Exit 1, . . . , Exit 25, highway Yes

Location relative to road 
configuration

Before the exit, at the exit, beyond the exit, highway, ramp, bridge, before the bridge, 
after the bridge 

Yes 

Number of vehicles involved 1, 2, more than 2 Yes

Clearance time 0–15 min, 16–30 min, 31–45 min, 46–60 min, 61–75 min, 76–90 min, more than 90 min Yes

Blocked lane index Left lane at main road, middle lane at main road, right lane at main road, all lanes at 
main road, left lane at ramp, right lane at ramp, all lanes at ramp

Yes 

Blocked lane number One lane at main road, two lanes at main road, three lanes at main road, one lane at ramp, 
two lanes at ramp

Yes 

Injury Yes, no No

Roll over Yes, no No

Congestion Yes, no No

TABLE 2  Network Clusters with Respect to Similarity Threshold

Resulting Network 
Characteristic eth = 5 eth = 6 eth = 7 eth = 8

Number of vertices 999 999 997 930

Number of edges 180,480 83,945 27,552 5,705

Number of clusters found 3 5 8 33

Maximum modularity 0.213 0.296 0.47 0.647
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of the 999 vertices are connected in that network (the remaining acci-
dents were not found to be similar to any other accident, which defies 
the purpose behind clustering). Given the above observations, 7 was 
selected as the value for eth, resulting in a total of eight clusters. Fig-
ure 1 shows the resulting traffic accident network and the clustering 
results.

To identify the attributes of each cluster (in regard to describing a 
given accident type or condition), the method used by Depaire et al.  
was followed; in this method the distributions of the variables in each 
cluster were analyzed to identify the dominant or skewed features (2). 
(The cluster could then be named according to those features; for 
example, if 100% of traffic accidents in one cluster happen on non-
weekdays, while the other clusters have low probabilities for that 
feature, that cluster can be referred to as the nonweekday accidents 
cluster.) Table 3 shows the probabilities for each feature in the eight 
clusters; the dominant or skewed feature probabilities are underlined 
and in bold.

The probabilities in Table 3 can clearly be used to characterize 
each cluster. For example, the first three clusters are all most likely 
to occur on the highway sections with three lanes on the main road 
(with the occurring probabilities of 99%, 98%, and 99%, respectively). 
Moreover, Clusters 1 and 2 can be claimed as weekday accidents in 
the southbound and northbound directions of I-190, respectively, 
while Cluster 3 includes nonweekday accidents only. All the Cluster 4 
accidents (100%) occurred on highway sections away from exits, 
where the lane number on the ramp is 0. Clusters 5, 6, and 7 all involve 
accidents on roads with only two lanes. However, Cluster 5 seems 
to have involved accidents close to a ramp with one lane, whereas 
for Cluster 6, the ramp had two lanes. Moreover, Clusters 5 and 6  
seem to involve accidents in the southbound direction, whereas 
accidents in Cluster 7 occurred in the northbound direction. Finally, 
Cluster 8 appears to involve accidents occurring during snowy con-
ditions (100%). On the basis of the results, the eight clusters can be 
described as shown in Table 4.

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

Cluster 5

Cluster 6

Cluster 7

Cluster 8

FIGURE 1  Resulting traffic accident network and community detection (eth  7).

TABLE 3  Causative Factors and Their Probabilities in Each Cluster

Variable

Cluster (%)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Season: winter 14 50 21 34 16 45 29 94

Weekday: yes 99 95 0 66 54 73 73 70

Weekday: no 1 5 100 34 46 27 27 30

Weather conditions: clear 80 70 84 65 85 44 73 0

Weather conditions: snow 1 16 5 24 0 31 14 100

Direction: south 99 0 60 55 100 88 0 98

Direction: north 0 100 40 45 0 12 100 0

Lane number at main road: 3 99 98 99 61 0 2 0 74

Lane number on main road: 2 0 0 0 37 100 98 99 26

Lane number on ramp: 1 99 81 90 0 100 15 72 100

Lane number on ramp: 2 1 19 10 0 0 85 28 0

Lane number on ramp: 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0
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association rule analysis to Identify Hot spots

In this paper, for the association rule analysis, a “hot spot” is defined 
as the place where the ratio of the number of accidents at that par-
ticular spot to the number of accidents on the whole transportation 
system under consideration is greater than the minimum support σ, 
under the conditions defined by the body of an association rule. To 
identify accident hot spots and the characteristics of accidents that  
occur there, the association rule analysis algorithm was then run 
with the nine causative factors as candidate variable for the body of 
each rule and with the “location-exit number” accident attribute as 
the head of each rule. The minimum support parameter was set to 
0.05, and the minimum confidence to 0.50. The results are shown 
in Table 5, which lists the rules that had the highest confidence for a 
given location, along with a few other rules that provide some insight 
for the study. As can be seen, the analysis was performed twice: first, 
on the whole data set without clustering and then on each cluster. The 
dominant or skewed features for each cluster, as determined from the 

TABLE 4  Traffic Accident Types

Cluster Traffic Accident Types Size (%)

1 On southbound sections with three lanes at main 
road on weekdays

17 

2 On northbound sections with three lanes at main 
road on weekdays

10 

3 On sections with three lanes at main road on 
nonweekdays

11 

4 On sections away from exits 13

5 On southbound sections with two lanes at main 
road and one lane at ramp

 9 

6 On southbound sections with two lanes at main 
road and two lanes at ramp

13 

7 On northbound sections with two lanes at main road 22

8 On southbound sections with one lane at ramp  
on snowy days

 5 

TABLE 5  Rules on Hot Spots from Whole Data Set and Clusters

Data Set ID Body Head Confidence

Whole data set 1 [direction: north] + [lane number at main road: 2] + [ramp type: off-ramp] [Exit 9: Peace Bridge] 0.67
2 [lane number at main road: 2] + [lane number at ramp: 1] + [ramp type: 

highway to highway off-ramp]
[Exit 11: Route 198] 1 

3 [lane number at main road: 2] + [lane number at ramp: 2] + [ramp type: 
highway to highway off-ramp]

[Exit 16: I-290] 0.60 

Cluster 1 
 

4 
 

[weekdays: yes] + [weather condition: clear] + [direction: south] +  
[lane number at main road: 3] + [lane number at ramp: 1] + [ramp type:  
highway to highway off-ramp]

[Exit 7 Skyway] 
 

1 
 

Cluster 2 
 

5 
 

[weekdays: yes] + [hour: 4–6 p.m.] + [weather condition: rain (clear)] + 
[direction: north] + [lane number at main road: 3] + [lane number at 
ramp: 1]

[Exit 8: Niagara Street] 
 

1 (0.38) 
 

6 ([season: winter] +)[weekdays: yes] + [direction: north] + [lane number 
at main road: 3] + [lane number at ramp: 2] + [ramp type: off-ramp]

[Exit 6: Elm/Oak Street] 0.90 (1) 

Cluster 3 7 [weekdays: no] + [direction: north] + [lane number at main road: 3] + 
[lane number at ramp: 2] + [ramp type: off-ramp]

[Exit 6: Elm/Oak Street] 0.89 

Cluster 4 8 [season: winter] + [weekdays: yes] + [lane number at main road: 2] +  
[lane number at ramp: 0]

Milepost 10-12 0.54 

Cluster 5 9 [direction: south] + [lane number at main road: 2] + [lane number at 
ramp: 1] + [ramp type: highway to highway off-ramp]

[Exit 11: Route 198] 1 

10 
 

([season: winter] +)[hour: 7–9 a.m.] + [direction: south] + [lane number 
at main road: 2] + [lane number at ramp: 1] + [ramp type: off-ramp]

[Exit 17: South Grand  
Island Bridge] 

0.54 (0.90) 
 

Cluster 6 
 

11 
 

[weekdays: yes] + [hour: 4–6 p.m.] + [direction: south] + [lane number 
at main road: 2] + [lane number at ramp: 2] + [ramp type: highway to 
highway off-ramp]

[Exit 16: I-290] 
 

0.63 
 

12 
 

[weekdays: yes] + [hour: 7–9 a.m.] + [direction: north] + [lane number at 
main road: 2] + [lane number at ramp: 2] + [ramp type: highway to 
highway off-ramp]

[Exit 16: I-290] 
 

1 
 

Cluster 7 13 [weekdays: yes] + [hour: 4–6 p.m.] + [direction: north] + [lane number at 
main road: 2] + [lane number at ramp: 2] + [ramp type: off-ramp]

[Exit 9: Peace Bridge] 1 

14 
 

[hour: 4–6 p.m.] + [weather condition: clear] + [direction: north] +  
[lane number at main road: 2] + [lane number at ramp: 2] +  
[ramp type: off-ramp]

[Exit 9: Peace Bridge] + 
[road structure:  
beyond the exit]

0.52 
 

15 [direction: north] + [lane number at main road: 2] + [lane number at 
ramp: 1] + [ramp type: highway to highway off-ramp]

[Exit 11: Route 198] 1 

Cluster 8 
 

16 
 

[weekdays: yes] + [weather condition: snow] + [direction: south] +  
[lane number at main road: 3] + [lane number at ramp: 1] +  
[ramp type: highway to highway off-ramp]

[Exit 7: Skyway] 
 

1 
 

17 
 

[weather condition: snow] + [direction: south] + [lane number at main 
road: 3] + [lane number at ramp: 1] + [ramp type: highway to highway 
off-ramp]

[Exit 7: Skyway] + 
[road structure: 
before the exit]

0.6 
 

18 
 

[weekdays: yes] + [hour: 10 p.m.–6 a.m.] + ([wind speed: 10]) + [weather 
condition: snow] + [direction: south] + [lane number at main road: 2] + 
[lane number at ramp: 1] + [ramp type: off-ramp]

[Exit 9: Peace Bridge] 
 

0.5 (0.75) 
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previous analysis, are shown in bold. Finally, the confidence level 
values shown in parentheses are those that result when the value of 
one causative factor is perturbed (e.g., for Rule 5 in Cluster 2, the 
confidence drops from 1.00 to 0.38 when the environmental condition 
changes from rain to clear).

From the analysis on the whole data set, three association rules 
with the highest confidence for the corresponding three hot spots 
(Exits 9, 11, and 16) are selected. One common feature in the body 
parts of the three rules is that there are two lanes on the main road, 
and two out of the three rules contain a highway-to-highway off-
ramp feature. Highway-to-highway off-ramps therefore appear to 
be problematic areas, which is quite intuitive because of the limita-
tion of capacity and the excessive weaving that takes place there. As 
can be seen, the analysis on the nonclustered data set yielded limited 
insight about the hot spots.

When the analysis was performed on the clusters, several more 
rules and causative factors were revealed. Specifically, 15 association 
rules were revealed, along with eight hot spots. For the hot spots, only 
one was located away from exits, and the rest were all close to exits. 
Furthermore, these seven identified exits were spatially correlated with 
one another and fell very neatly in two definite geographic clusters: 
the first was [Exit 6, Exit 7, Exit 8, Exit 9, and Exit 11]—there is no 
Exit 10 on I-190—and the second was [Exit 16 and Exit 17]. Through 
comparing and analyzing the rules describing the same hot spot, a few 
additional insights can be gained as discussed in the following.

First, for Exit 6, when Rule 6 and Rule 7 are compared, it becomes 
clear that the problem is consistently in the north direction whether 
it is a weekday or a nonweekday. Second, for Exit 7, when Rule 4 
and Rule 16 are compared, it can be seen that Exit 7 is always a hot 
spot with a confidence level of 1 regardless of the weather condition 
(both clear and snow). Rule 17 shows that the segment before Exit 7 
is a hot spot in the south direction when it snows. Third, for Exit 9, 
Rule 13 provides more specific conditions than Rule 1. According to 
the rule, Exit 9 is a hot spot with a confidence level of 1 in the north 
direction for peak hours 4 to 6 p.m. on weekdays. Rule 14 shows that 
for peak hours 4 to 6 p.m. with clear weather, the segment beyond 
Exit 9 in the north direction is also a hot spot. And Rule 18 shows 
that in the south direction, Exit 9 may also be a hot spot between 
10 p.m. and 6 a.m. on weekdays with snow. Fourth, for Exit 11, by 
checking Rule 9 and Rule 15, Exit 11 is always a hot spot with a  
confidence level of 1 in both the north and the southbound direc-
tions. This result is consistent with the conclusion of Rule 2 on the 
whole data set. Finally, for Cluster 4 describing traffic accidents on 
highways away from exits, only one hot spot is found with a relatively 
low confidence of 0.54, although it contains 13% of the total records. 
This finding seems to indicate that accidents along I-190 tend to  
happen more often close to exits.

Besides insight on hot spots, the associative rules shed addi-
tional light on the conditions under which accidents happen at those 
locations. This additional insight is gained by considering the role 
of the variables in the “body” parts of the rules. A few examples 
are described below.

First, the variables “weekdays” and “hour of the day” appear to 
affect whether a location becomes a hot spot. Nine out of the 15 asso-
ciation rules generated from the clusters contain “[weekdays: yes]”  
in the body parts, and five of the nine rules contain “[hour: 7 to 9 a.m.]” 
or “[hour: 4 to 6 p.m.].” The frequent appearance of “weekdays” and 
“peak hours” in the discovered association rules reveals the effect of 
weekday peak hours on traffic accidents. Another convincing example 
comes from Rule 11 and Rule 12. Exit 16, I-290, is a hot spot between 
7 and 9 a.m. toward the north direction, and Exit 16 is also a hot spot 
between 4 and 6 p.m. toward the south direction.

Second, the feature “[season: winter]” can increase the confidence 
in claiming a location as a hot spot. For example, Rule 6 in Cluster 2  
shows that in winter the confidence for Exit 6 to be a hot spot on 
weekdays will increase from 0.90 to 1. Similarly, Rule 10 in Cluster 5  
shows that if it is between 7 and 9 a.m. on some day in winter, the 
confidence in claiming Exit 17 as a hot spot sees a large increase, from 
0.54 to 0.90. Besides that, the variables “wind speed” and “weather 
condition” are found to affect the confidence for some locations. 
Rule 18 shows that Exit 9, Peace Bridge, has a higher risk, 0.75, than 
the previous 0.50 if the wind speed is 10 mph. Rule 5 shows that with 
the other features in the body part being the same, the “[weather 
condition: rain],” rather than “[weather condition: clear],” tends to 
make Exit 8 a hot spot with a confidence level of 1.

association rule analysis to Identify Factors 
affecting Incident clearance time

The association rule analysis was then repeated, this time using the 
accident attribute “incident clearance time” as the “head of the rules” 
to gain some insight into the factors affecting incident clearance time. 
For clearance time analysis, the minimum support was set as 0.05, and 
the minimum confidence was lowered to 0.30 (experiments showed 
this set of rules to have lower confidence levels compared with the hot 
spot analysis). Results are shown in Table 6.

As shown in Table 6, clearance time was divided into seven inter-
vals, each 15 min long. When the analysis was performed for the 
whole data set, two rules were shown: Rule 1 was associated with 
peak hours 4 to 6 p.m. on weekdays, and the clearance time of acci-
dents was shown to be 31 to 45 min (with a confidence level of 0.32). 
Rule 2 was for winter: if accidents happened at sections with three 
lanes on the main road, the clearance time tended to be between 16 
and 30 min (with a confidence level of 0.34). As before, when the 
associate rule analysis was performed on the whole data set, limited 
insight was gained.

For the clusters, 22 rules were selected; four had clearance times of 
46 to 60 min, 12 had clearance times of 31 to 45 min, five had clear-
ance times of 16 to 30 min, while the rest had 0- to 16-min clearance 
times. Some of the main observations are summarized below.

First, with respect to the “weekday” variable, its impact on the 
incident clearance time appeared to be mixed. For example, Rule 8 
showed that on nonweekdays, accidents at Exit 8 had a clearance 
time between 46 and 60 min with a confidence level of 0.33. Also, 
according to Rules 11 and 12, on the southbound sections with three 
lanes on the main road, accidents on nonweekdays tended to have a 
longer clearance time than accidents on weekdays. However, when 
Rules 14 and 15 were compared, it can be seen that with other fac-
tors being the same, accidents on nonweekdays were more likely to  
have a clearance time of 16 to 30 min, while those on weekdays 
tended to have a longer clearance time of 31 to 45 min. This finding 
indicated that there are other factors besides whether the accident 
was on a weekday or not that affected clearance time, but perhaps 
the data set was not rich enough to reveal such factors.

Second, the variable “hour of the day” may have had an impact 
on the clearance time of traffic accidents. Rules 3, 4, and 21, which 
corresponded to a clearance time of 31 to 45 min, all had the same 
feature, “the peak hours 4 to 6 p.m.,” in their body parts; Rule 18 
showed that at peak hours 7 to 9 a.m., accidents on sections with two 
lanes on the main road and two lanes on the highway-to-highway  
off-ramp had a probability of 0.33 of experiencing a 46- to 60-min 
clearance time. And Rule 19, which showed that on weekdays from 
1 to 3 p.m. (i.e., off-peak) the clearance time of accidents on sections 
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toward the north with two lanes on the main road tended to be short, 
0 to 15 min, with a confidence level equal to 0.52.

Third, the feature “snow” appeared to increase the likelihood of a 
longer clearance time. According to Rule 23, in the winter for sections 
toward the north with two lanes on the main road, the confidence in 
the clearance time being 31 to 45 min (i.e., on the long side) was 0.34. 
During snowy conditions, the confidence level increased to 0.46.

Finally, the “direction” of the road may also affect the clearance 
time (because it could potentially affect the time needed to reach the 
incident scene). By comparing Rule 12 and Rule 13, it can be seen 
that for sections with three lanes on the main road on weekdays, 
accidents in the north direction had a clearance time of 31 to 45 min 
with a confidence of 0.31, while accidents in the south direction 

had a probability of 0.41 of having a clearance time of 16 to 30 min. 
Another similar example was for a hot spot at Exit 9. According to 
Rule 16 and Rule 20, on weekdays, the clearance time for accidents 
at Exit 9 in the southbound direction may be 31 to 45 min with a 
confidence level of 0.60, which was longer than the 16 to 30 min at 
the same exit in the north direction (confidence level of 0.31).

conclusIons

In this study, the modularity-optimizing community detection algo-
rithm was used first to cluster accident data recorded for I-190 in the 
Buffalo–Niagara area. Following that process, the association rule 

TABLE 6  Rules on Clearance Time from Whole Data Set and Clusters

Data Set ID Body Head Confidence

Whole  
 data set

1 [weekdays: yes] + [hour: 4–6 p.m.] [Clearance time: 
31–45 min]

0.32 

2 [season: winter] + [lane number at main road: 3] [Clearance time: 
16–30 min]

0.34 

Cluster 1 3 [weekdays: yes] + [hour: 4–6 p.m.] + [wind speed: 10] + [direction: south] + [lane number at  
main road: 3]

[Clearance time: 
31–45 min]

0.35 

Cluster 2 
 

4 
 

[weekdays: yes] + [hour: 4–6 p.m.] + [weather condition: clear] + [direction: north] +  
[lane number at main road: 3] + [lane number at ramp: 1] + [ramp type: off-ramp] +  
[road structure: at the exit]

[Clearance time: 
31–45 min] 

0.58 
 

5 [weekdays: yes] + [weather condition: clear] + [Exit 8: Niagara Street] + [direction: north] +  
[lane number at main road: 3]

[Clearance time: 
31–45 min]

0.55 

6 [season: winter] + [weekdays: yes] + [weather condition: clear] + [direction: north] +  
[lane number at main road: 3] + [lane number at ramp: 1]

[Clearance time: 
16–30 min]

0.30 

Cluster 3 7 [season: autumn] + [weekdays: no] + [direction: north] + [lane number at main road: 3] +  
[lane number at ramp: 1] + [ramp type: off-ramp]

[Clearance time: 
46–60 min]

0.60 

8 [weekdays: no] + [Exit 8: Niagara Street] + [lane number at main road: 3] + [lane number at 
ramp: 1] + [ramp type: off-ramp]

[Clearance time: 
46–60 min]

0.33 

Cluster 4 9 [season: autumn] + [weekdays: yes] + [lane number at main road: 3] + [lane number at ramp: 0] [Clearance time: 
46–60 min]

0.50 

10 [season: winter] + [direction: south] + [lane number at main road: 3] + [lane number at ramp: 0] [Clearance time: 
16–30 min]

0.47 

11 [weekdays: no] + [direction: south] + [lane number at main road: 3] + [lane number at ramp: 0] [Clearance time: 
31–45 min]

0.37 

12 [weekdays: yes] + [direction: south] + [lane number at main road: 3] + [lane number at ramp: 0] [Clearance time: 
16–30 min]

0.41 

13 [weekdays: yes] + [direction: north] + [lane number at main road: 3] + [lane number at ramp: 0] [Clearance time: 
31–45 min]

0.31 

Cluster 5 14 [weekdays: no] + [direction: south] + [lane number at main road: 2] + [lane number at ramp: 1] [Clearance time: 
16–30 min]

0.31 

15 [weekdays: yes] + [direction: south] + [lane number at main road: 2] + [lane number at ramp: 1] [Clearance time: 
31–45 min]

0.32 

16 [weekdays: yes] + [Exit 9: Peace Bridge] + [direction: south] + [lane number at main road: 2]  
+ [lane number at ramp: 1] + [ramp type: off-ramp]

[Clearance time: 
31–45 min]

0.60 

Cluster 6 17 [Exit 16: I-290] + [direction: south] + [lane number at main road: 2] + [lane number at ramp: 
2] + [ramp type: highway to highway off-ramp] + [road structure: at the exit]

[Clearance time: 
31–45 min]

0.35 

18 [hour: 7–9 a.m.] + [lane number at main road: 2] + [lane number at ramp: 2] +  
[ramp type: highway to highway off-ramp]

[Clearance time: 
46–60 min]

0.33 

Cluster 7 19 [weekdays: yes] + [hour: 1–3 p.m.] + [direction: north] + [lane number at main road: 2] [Clearance time: 
0–15 min]

0.52 

20 [weekdays: yes] + [Exit 9: Peace Bridge] + [direction: north] + [lane number at main road: 2] [Clearance time: 
16–30 min]

0.31 

21 [weekdays: yes] + [hour: 4–6 p.m.] + [direction: north] + [lane number at main road: 2] [Clearance time: 
31–45 min]

0.31 

22 [Exit 11: Route 198] + [direction: north] + [lane number at main road: 2] [Clearance time: 
31–45 min]

0.34 

23 [season: winter] + ([weather condition: snow]) + [direction: north] + [lane number at main road: 2] [Clearance time: 
31–45 min]

0.34 (0.46) 

Cluster 8 24 [season: winter] + [weather condition: snow] + [direction: south] + [lane number at main road: 3] + 
[lane number at ramp: 1]

[Clearance time: 
16–30 min]

0.52 
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learning algorithm was used to gain some insight into accident hot 
spots and incident clearance times. To demonstrate the benefits of 
clustering, the association rule algorithm was applied to the whole 
data set (before clustering) and then to the clusters, and the results 
were compared. The main findings are summarized below:

1. The community detection algorithm appears to do an excellent 
job in clustering the data into well-defined clusters.

2. Clustering the data first before running the association rule 
learning algorithm appears to be a necessary step that can signifi-
cantly improve the quality of the insight to be gained from the rules 
extracted. Specifically, when the association rule algorithm was run 
on the whole data set in this study, the insight gained was very limited 
compared with that gained from running the analysis on the clusters.

3. The association rule learning algorithm has the potential to 
reveal interesting insight about the characteristics of accidents, where 
they tend to occur, and the factors that affect incident clearance time.

For future research, the authors plan to test the community detec-
tion and association rule learning algorithms on larger and richer 
data sets and to explore additional relationships between causative 
factors and accident attributes. They also plan to apply some of the 
previously used statistical traffic accident techniques, in particular 
hazard-based duration models, to the analysis of the accident clear-
ance time and to compare the results with those from the data mining 
techniques used here.
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